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to test whether there was any difference in the preferences that women had for men who varied in these dimensions (table 2 ), an anova with dimension (length, circumference) x partner (one-time, long term) predicting preferred inches was conducted. a custom model was specified without dimension as a
main effect, because dimensions were stipulated to be different in the generation of the stimuli. results indicated no significant effect of partner (p >.05) or interaction (p >.05). to the authors' knowledge, only one study has attempted to characterize women's preferences for penis size with 3d models. in
that study, women selected a variety of penis models and indicated their preference for size, shape, and location (proximity to the clitoris) [ 79 ]. however, this study did not report size estimates or model recall. it is possible that the 3d models were not accurate, or that participants were not interested in

penis size. further, this study did not characterize size preference for long-term partners. in the current study, size preferences were characterized for one-time and long-term partners, and a variety of 3d penis models were used. despite these differences, women reported that they felt the 3d models were
very similar to real penises, and they indicated that they were more interested in the models than in reading erotic passages. these results suggest that 3d models could be a promising method to study penis size preferences and the development of sexual scripts [ 64 ]. while we recruited a sample that is

fairly representative of the population in terms of age, education, and ethnicity, the sample is not representative in terms of partner type. in particular, the participants were primarily lesbians and the models were gay men. while this may limit the generality of the results, the study population and the
models were chosen to optimize the opportunities for participants to make size choices. the aim of the study was to maximize the ecological validity of the measurements. in general, the authors were pleased with the sample, which is better than the average of samples used in this type of research. the

sample size was sufficient to characterize preferences for one-time and long-term partners, and the size of the penis models was sufficient to characterize size preferences.
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the tested erect penis models were penises from the “unisex penis models” on 3dpenis.com (3dpenis.com) and straightboymodel.com (straightboymodel.com) (see fig 2 ). these penises were created in blender 3d (blender.org) with the user interface “3d penis” from the “curves & shading” module. female
participants could obtain the penis models from either website. the 3dpenis.com and straightboymodel.com websites are both owned by the same person. both websites were registered in 2015, but 3dpenis.com was registered first, then straightboymodel.com was registered. both websites have been

updated since 2015. both websites have approximately the same amount of traffic (n = 12.50m in april 2019). 3dpenis.com is the most popular penis site on the web (n = 19.com are most popular penis sites with the male audience (n = 3.20m and n = 3.70m in april 2019). both websites have at least 20
penis models of various sizes, ages, and ethnicities. the penises of both websites are of varying sizes and shapes, yet they are all typically circumcised. because the majority of penis sizes are larger than 5 inches, only penis models with a length of 6 inches or greater were selected to increase the likelihood
of participant precision. this selection was made because the interest of the participants was the penis length, and women could often correctly estimate penis length based on the length of the penis model itself [ 27, 28, 37, 38 ]. the models are also available in multiple orientations, which the participants
could explore. female participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: “original model” or “recall model.” in the original model condition, the participant inspected the penis model on a table, in a room where no measurement tools were available, and no one was watching the participant (see
fig 3 ). the model was at least 2 inches longer than the participant (if the participant was a male model, the participant’s height was measured to ensure that the model was at least 6 inches). the participant was instructed to inspect the model in its natural orientation, and to keep it in her natural hands. she

was asked not to use any of the following to measure the model: ruler, pen, cell phone, laptop, tape measure, or other objects in the room. then, the participant was asked to select the model that best matched the size of the erect penis she was holding. 5ec8ef588b
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